A shock absorbing adjusting structure includes a cylinder with a tube movably received in the cylinder. One end of the cylinder is connected to a part of a bicycle frame and one end of the tube is connected to another part of the bicycle frame. A sleeve is fixedly connected to the cylinder and connected to a piston assembly movably inserted in the sleeve. A tapered hole and a plurality of through holes are defined through the piston assembly. A seal member is urged by a spring in the piston assembly and seals the through holes. A pusher in the piston assembly is urged by a rod which extends from an inside of the cylinder and is movably received in the sleeve. The rod is moved by an actuating bar which is operated by a rider from outside of the cylinder so as to movably adjust a tapered tip of the rod relative to the tapered hole in the piston assembly.
SHOCK ABSORBING ADJUSTING STRUCTURE

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates to a bicycle shock absorbing adjusting structure wherein the damping force of the absorbing device can be conveniently adjusted by operating the only one adjusting lever.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

According to FIG. 6 a conventional bicycle shock absorbing device generally includes a cylinder 71 that is fixedly connected to a bicycle frame such as the seat tube and a plug 72 having a first end thereof movably received in the cylinder 71. An end member 70 is connected to a second end of the plug 72 and is fixedly connected to another part of the bicycle frame such as a down tube. A first collar 73 is mounted to the cylinder 71 and a second collar 74 is connected to the end member 70. A spring 75 is mounted to the plug 72 and the cylinder 71, and is biased between the first collar 73 and the second collar 74. A container 77 is connected to the cylinder 71 so as to store hydraulic oil therein which results in damping force when the plug 72 moves relative to the cylinder 71. Two adjusting buttons 76 and 78 are located at the cylinder 76 and the end member 70 so as to adjust the “stiffness” of the shock absorbing device according to practical needs when the bicycle is ridden on rugged roads. It is inconvenient for the rider to adjust the shock absorbing device on the two adjusting buttons 76 and 78.

The present invention intends to provide a shock absorbing adjusting structure that allows the rider to adjust the shock absorbing device by operating the only one adjusting lever.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

In accordance with one aspect of the present invention, there is provided a shock absorbing adjusting structure and comprising a cylinder and a tube movably inserted into a first end of the cylinder. An end member is connected to a second end of the cylinder and connected to a bicycle frame. A passage is defined radially in the end member and a central hole is defined in a first side of the end member. An actuating bar is rotatably inserted in the passage and a cam means is located on a first end of the actuating bar. A first end of the tube is connected to the bicycle frame and a second end of the tube is sealed by a ring assembly which is movably engaged with an inside of the cylinder.

A sleeve has a first end securely engaged with the central hole and a rod is movably received in the sleeve. A second end of the sleeve movably extends through the ring assembly and is connected to a piston assembly located in the tube. The rod has a first end engaged with the cam means of the actuating bar and a second end of the rod is a tapered tip. A tapered hole is defined centrally through the piston assembly and a plurality of through holes are defined through the piston assembly. A pusher is movably received in the piston assembly and a seal member is located between the pusher and an inside of the piston assembly to seal the through holes by a spring biased between the seal member and the pusher which is urged by the rod. The tapered tip of the rod is movably engaged with the tapered hole.

The object of the present invention is to provide a bicycle shock absorbing adjusting structure that has only one adjusting lever to adjust the damping force between the cylinder and the sleeve.

Those and further objects, features and advantages of the present invention will become more obvious from the following description when taken in connection with the accompanying drawings which show, for purposes of illustration only, several embodiments in accordance with the present invention.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a side view to show a bicycle equipped with a shock absorbing device that has an adjusting structure of the present invention;

FIG. 2 is an exploded view to show the shock absorbing device and the adjusting structure of the present invention;

FIG. 3 is an exploded view to illustrate the cam means of the actuating bar and the rod in the sleeve;

FIG. 4 is a side elevational view, partly in section, of the shock absorbing device of the present invention, wherein the shock absorbing device is not yet actuated;

FIG. 4A is an enlarged view to show the seal member is urged by the spring to seal the tapered hole and through holes in the piston assembly;

FIG. 5 is a side elevational view, partly in section, of the shock absorbing device of the present invention, wherein the shock absorbing device is actuated;

FIG. 5A is an enlarged view to show the tapered tip of the rod is moved toward the tapered hole by rotating the actuating bar, and

FIG. 6 is a side view to show a conventional bicycle shock absorbing device.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

Referring to FIGS. 1, 2, 4 and 4A, a shock absorbing device 10 is connected between a seat tube 100 of a bicycle and a plate 103 connected between a down tube 101 and a top tube 102 of the bicycle. The shock absorbing device 10 comprises a cylinder 21 and a tube 11 is movably inserted into a first end of the cylinder 21. A collar 22 having a threaded outside 221 is threadedly connected to a threaded inside in the first end of the cylinder 21 so that the tube 11 extends through the collar 22 and is inserted into the cylinder 21. An end member 30 is threadedly connected to a second end of the cylinder 21 and has a ring on a first end of the end member 30 so as to be connected to the plate 103. The tube 11 has a ring on a first end thereof so as to be connected to the seat tube 100 and a second end of the tube 11 is sealed by a ring assembly which is movably engaged with an inside of the cylinder 21. The ring assembly includes a ring member 18 and an end collar 19 which has a threaded outside so as to be threadedly connected with a threaded inside of the tube 11. The ring member 18 is mounted to the outside of the tube 11 and movably engaged with the inside of the cylinder 21. A passage 314 is defined radially in the end member 30, and a central hole 312 and an aperture 313 are defined in a second side of the end member 30. The passage 314 communicates with the central hole 312 and the aperture 313. An actuating bar 32 is rotatably inserted in the passage 314 and a cam means 322 is located on a first end of the actuating bar 32. As shown in FIG. 3, the cam means is an stud 322 extending eccentrically and longitudinally from the first end of the of the actuating bar 32. A groove 323 is defined radially in the actuating bar 32, and a ball 41 and a spring 42 are respectively received in the aperture 313. The ball 41 is biased by the spring 42 and engaged with the groove 323 so that the actuating bar 32 is positioned. A
second end of the actuating bar 32 extends out from the passage 314 and has a surface 321 defined in an outside thereof. An adjusting lever 33 has a hole 331 in one end thereof and the second end of the actuating bar 32 is securely engaged with the hole 331.

A sleeve 17 has a threaded section extending from a first end thereof so as to be securely engaged with the central hole 312 and a rod 16 is movably received in the sleeve 17. A second end of the sleeve 17 movably extends through the ring assembly and is located in the tube 11. A first end of the rod 16 is engaged with the cam means of the actuating bar 32 and a second end of the rod 16 is a tapered tip 161. A piston assembly is connected to a second end of the sleeve 17 and includes a bowl member 15 threaded engaged with the second end of the sleeve 17 and a cover member 12. The cover member 12 is threaded mounted to the bowl member 15. A tapered hole 121 and through holes 122 are defined through the cover member 12. A recess 151 is defined in a center of the bowl member 15 and a pusher 14 is movably received in the bowl member 15. The pusher 14 has a guide tube 141 extending from one end thereof so as to be movably received in the recess 151 of the bowl member 15. A flexible seal member 123 is located between the pusher 14 and an inside of the cover member 12. A spring 13 is biased between the seal member 123 and the pusher 14 so as to urge the seal member 123 to seal the through holes 122. The tapered tip 161 of the rod 16 extends through the pusher 14 and urges the pusher 14 towards the tapered hole 121. The tapered tip 161 of the rod 16 is movably engaged with the tapered hole 121. Therefore, when the hydraulic liquid in a chamber 50 in the tube 11 is compressed, the liquid pushes the seal member 123 away from the cover member 12 and enters in the space between the cover member 12 and the bowl member 15 via the through holes 122 and a gap between the tapered hole 121 and the tapered tip 161 of the rod. Therefore, the shock absorbing device is soft.

As shown in FIGS. 5 and 5A, when the tube 11 is located at the position as shown, and the adjusting lever 33 is rotated counter clockwise to push the rod 16 toward the cover member 12. The tapered tip 161 is securely engaged with the tapered hole 121. At this position, the shock absorbing device is stiffer and performs as “rebounded” status. The hydraulic liquid, retained in the chamber 50 can only enter into the space between the cover member 12 and the bowl member 15 by a large pressure via the through holes 122. It is to be noted that when the tube 11 is moved in the cylinder 21, the hydraulic liquid, in a chamber 60 in the cylinder 21 enters in a space 31 in the end member 30.

While we have shown and described various embodiments in accordance with the present invention, it should be clear to those skilled in the art that further embodiments may be made without departing from the scope and spirit of the present invention.

What is claimed is:

1. A shock absorbing adjusting structure comprising: a cylinder having a tube movably inserted into a first end of said cylinder, an end member connected to a second end of said cylinder, a passage defined radially in said end member and a central hole defined in a first side of said end member, said passage communicating with said central hole, an actuating bar rotatably inserted in said passage and a cam means located on a first end of said actuating bar, a first end of said tube adapted to be connected to a part of a bicycle frame and a second end of said tube sealed by a ring assembly which is movably engaged with an inside of said cylinder, a second side of said end member adapted to be connected to another part of the bicycle frame;
a sleeve having a first end securely engaged with said central hole and a rod movably received in said sleeve, a second end of said sleeve movably extending through said ring assembly and located in said tube, said rod having a first end engaged with said cam means of said actuating bar and a second end of said rod being a tapered tip, and
a piston assembly connected to a second end of said sleeve, a tapered hole defined centrally through said piston assembly and a plurality of through holes defined through said piston assembly, a pusher movably received in said piston assembly and a seal member located between said pusher and an inside of said piston assembly, a spring biased between said seal member and said pusher so as to urge said seal member to seal said through holes, said second end of said rod extending through said pusher and urging said pusher towards said tapered hole, said tapered tip of said rod movably engaged with said tapered hole.

2. The adjusting structure as claimed in claim 1 further comprising an adjusting lever connected to a second end of said actuating bar.

3. The adjusting structure as claimed in claim 1, wherein said cam means is an stud extending eccentrically and longitudinally from said first end of said actuating bar.

4. The adjusting structure as claimed in claim 1 further comprising a groove defined radially in said actuating bar and said end member having an aperture defined through said first side of said end member, a ball and a spring respectively received in said aperture, said ball biased by said spring and engaged with said groove.

5. The adjusting structure as claimed in claim 1, wherein said piston assembly includes a bowl member threadedly engaged with said second end of said sleeve and a cover member which is threadedly mounted to said bowl member, said tapered hole and said through holes defined through said cover member.

6. The adjusting structure as claimed in claim 5 further comprising a recess defined in a center of said bowl member and said pusher having a guide tube extending from one end thereof, said guide tube movably received in said recess of said bowl member.
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